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Abstract— The present paper explores the small proteins from
the PDB database to find the existence, if any, of molecular
functional characteristics in the chains of these proteins. Such
characteristics, if obtained, will help to throw more insight into
small proteins as well as for identification of functions of newly
discovered proteins. Nine different methods had been used in this
paper to find hidden information in the chains and to associate it
with its functions. Among them five methods are seen to reveal
distinguishable characteristics for the functions and the
application of principal component analysis revealed a
dendrogram which can be used as signatures to predict molecular
functions of small proteins from the amino acids of the chain
itself.
Index Terms—Dendrogram, Hydrophobicity, Shannon Index,
Small Protein.

INTRODUCTION
Research has revealed that the term “Small Proteins” is
being used in two contexts, based on the length of the amino
acids in the protein and on the structure classification of
proteins. Many of the works seen in literature are based on
length of the protein sequence. Each author / authors have
their own reason for choosing this length, which varies from
10 to 200 [1]-[3]. These works are based on membrane
localization of small proteins [1], identification of short open
reading frames [2] and the role of small proteins in cell
functions [3].
The second context in which small proteins are used is for
the classification of structural proteins having small number
of chains as given in SCOP (structural classification of
proteins) [4]. Such proteins often lack an extensive
hydrophobic core and possess secondary structure elements
that are small and irregular [5]. These proteins are generally
stabilized either by binding a metal ion or the formation of
disulphide bonds; the latter has the ability to stabilize the
protein structure by reducing the conformational freedom of
protein in the unfolded state [6], [7]. In the present paper the
meaning of small proteins are considered as that of a class of
structural proteins.
Among the various classifications of structural proteins
SCOP classification occupies an important position because it
is significantly based on human expertise than seen in its
counterpart CATH or FSSP classification [8],[9]. The
decision to assign a protein to the same super family or to the
same fold is made by human expertise and this approach is
believed to produce more accurate and useful results [10]. As
per SCOP, small proteins are proteins having one or more of

the following properties: (1) Dominated by metal ligand (2)
Heme (3) Disulfide bond
The first property refers to the fact that the protein may
contain more metals and small number of chains. The second
property heme (or haem) stands for a group of organic
enzymes that assist in biochemical transformations. They
have an iron atom at the centre of their organic ring. The third
property disulfide bond (SS-bond) indicates a covalent bond
usually derived by the coupling of two thiol groups. They are
much easy to rearrange so that a protein can do its designated
function that has been assigned to it. Such rearrangement does
not change the number of bonds and is faster when compared
with similar process like oxidation / reduction reactions [6],
[7].
Protein classification on the basis of structural similarity
and evolutionary relatedness is a common means of
organizing biological data for the purpose of studying various
aspects of sequence / structure / functional relationships in
proteins, such as structure prediction or identification of
functionally important residues [5]. Residues that have
similar functions in different proteins are likely to possess
similar physicochemical characteristics [11]. Also it is a well
known fact that many of the signatures of biological data had
been revealed from its sequence.
This led to the thought of exploring the existence of any
hidden statistical signatures in the sequence for identifying
functional properties of small proteins. If such a signature
exists, it will be able to throw more insight to the protein
functions from its sequence itself and will help to identify
functions of numerous proteins that are being added to the
data base for which the functional properties are still
unknown. The present paper proposes a combination of
signatures for identifying the functions of small proteins
based on the statistical features of the chain sequence.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2 the preparation of the data used in this paper is
explained in detail followed by materials and methods in
section 3. Discussions is given section 4 followed by
conclusion and reference.
DATA SET
From the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [12] small proteins of
homosapiens were selected on January 16th 2012 with 100%
dissimilar proteins consisting of only protein chains. This
gave rise to 136 proteins with 417 chains. Of these chains
there were 210 unique chains varying in length from 8 to 434
amino acids. The present paper is based on these 210 unique
chains.
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Chain
The first analysis done on these 210 chains is to find the
Frequency
Sl. No
Functions
length
frequency of absence of amino acids in these chains revealed
of Chains
< 50
that 46 of the 210 chains are made up using 19 distinct amino
BLOOD
acids. It is seen that approximately 54% of small proteins is
1
CLOTTIN
13
3
made using all the 20 amino acids, 22% is made using 19
G
distinct amino acids, 9% is made using 18 distinct amino acids
CATALYS
2
7
and the remaining 15% is made using 17 or less distinct
ES
amino acids. The second analysis was done on the length of
CELL
the chains. It was found that 23 of them have sequence length
3
ADHESIO
31
6
less than 50, 58 of them have same length exactly 192 and 33
N
EXTRACE
have length greater than 200.
4
LLULAR
2
The third type of analysis on the data set was to find the
MODULE
number of chains not containing a particular amino acid.
GROWTH
Among the 210 chains amino acid „W‟ is not occurring in 48
5
33
0
FACTOR
of them , „M‟ is not occurring in 43 of the chains , „H‟ is not
HORMON
6
7
occurring in 32 of the chains. The final analysis that was done
E
on this data set was to group the function domain of the
INHIBITO
7
42
7
protein obtained from the data base. It was found that this set
R
contained a wide variety of protein function domains ranging
MEMBRA
from BLOOD CLOTTING to SIGNALLING PROTEIN.
8
NE
21
2
PROTEIN
There were 70 function domains for these 210 chains. It is
RECEPTO
seen that many of the function domain names seem to be given
9
27
1
R
in a synonymous manner. Hence some of the function
SIGNALIN
domains were grouped together which yielded 11 classes that
10
G
25
1
is listed in column 2 of Table I. In column 3 the frequency of
PROTEIN
chains in each function group is given, Column 4 indicates the
STRUCTU
number of chains in the functional groups that has length less
11
RAL
2
than 50 amino acids, column 5 gives the difference between
PROTEIN
column 3and column 4, column 6 gives the group number of
TOTAL
210
20
7 classes on which further analysis being done in this
Chains
paper.
192
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The frequencies of chains in each functional group are 10,
25, 33, 35, 19, 26 and 24. On this data set 9 types of statistical
analysis was applied to find the characteristics of functional
groups of small proteins. The overall analysis technique is a
two stage process. The first stage involves the conversion of
chains, made up of characters, into a corresponding digital
representation to obtain any hidden attribute as well as for the
application of various statistical techniques. In the second
stage from the digital representation of proteins in each
functional group a corresponding characteristic is obtained.
A. PROPOSED METHODS
Method 1: This method uses Shannon index for finding
attributes of chains belonging to various functional groups.
For each chain in the data set its Shannon index was
obtained and the average of these values in each functional
group was obtained, these values are depicted in column 2 of
Table II. But this attribute did not reveal any obvious
differences.
Table I. Frequency of Proteins in Each Function
Colum
n1

Column 2

Column 3

Colum
n4

Colum
n5

Considered
for further
analysis

210 –
18 = 192

Balan
ce
chain

Group
No.

10

I

25

II

33

III

35

IV

19

V

26

VI

24

VII

172

7
groups

– 20 =
172

Method 2: In this method EIIP Electron Ion Interaction
Potential) of amino acids was taken to convert the chain into a
numerical series. The average of these EIIP values is
considered as the characteristic value of that chain. So for all
the 172 proteins the EIIP characteristic was obtained in this
manner. The average of the mean of the members of the
functional groups is considered as the characteristic of the
group, the values of which are given in column 3 of Table II.
The values range from 0.0442 to 0.0487, not much obvious
difference was seen in this case also.
Method 3 : Similar to the previous method instead of EIIP
values the hydrophobic values, H, are used to obtain the
characteristic of each functional group, details of which are
given in column 4 of Table II. In this a noticeable difference is
seen in GROWTH FACTOR functional group when
compared with others. All other groups also yielded good
features for this attribute.

Colum
n6
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Table II Statistical Analysis of Data
functional
group

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Method 4

Method 5

Method 6

2.8135

0.0487

0.6754

14.6245

0.9000

2.7609

cell adhesion

2.8168

0.0480

growth factor

2.8291

inhibitor

2.8167

membrane
protein

2.7995

receptor

2.7942

Method 7

Method 8

Method 9

-0.4808

13.75

0.0483

24.1927

blood clotting

signaling
protein
Distinguishable
characteristic

2.8049
NO

-0.6020

18.1507

2.5000

2.8770

-0.1693

0.0459

-0.3834

20.3745

3.3000

2.7047

-1.1896

0.0459

-0.5124

18.2547

3.5000

2.6540

-0.4062

18.4077

0.0470

0.0442

-0.4930

19.0529

1.9000

2.8806

-0.1650

23.9862

0.0414

0.0474

-0.5057

18.2187

2.6000

2.8196

-0.2583

19.1198

0.0452

0.0469

-0.4292

19.7856

2.4000

2.8023

-0.3408

19.9728

0.0434

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

0.9427

YES

0.0376
0.0545

NO

Method 4: In this method hydrophobic value with HP7 is
used to extract the features of the functional groups. The
characteristic values of each group are given in column 5 of
Table II which reveals obvious difference in value of the
GROWTH FACTOR functional group as in the method 3.
Also for BLOOD CLOTTING functional group it is showing
a value very much different from all others.

Method 8: The hydrophobic value with HP7 obtained in
method 4 is also used in this case. The average of the FFT of
the values of each sequence in a functional group is
considered as the attribute of that group. The values obtained
are given in column 9 of Table II shows that the GROWTH
FACTOR functional group seems to give a good
characteristic of that group.

Method 5: In this method the Shannon index of each
protein was obtained. For each members of the group the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) was obtained. The mean of the
histogram of the real part of FFT of the sequence was
considered as the characteristic of each group. The
characteristic values are given in column 6 of Table II which
shows noticeable differences in the values. The largest value
is for the INHIBITOR functional group and lowest is for
BLOOD CLOTTING functional group.

Method 9: In this last method the mean of the real part of
FFT of EIIP values (obtained in method 2) is used to obtain
the attribute of each functional group. Like in the case of
method 3 not much obvious result is seen, the values of which
are given in column 10 of Table II.

Method 6: In this method which is very similar to previous
method, instead of taking the histogram of the FFT of the
sequence the average of the real part of the FFT of the
sequence is considered and the characteristic values of each
functional groups is given in column 7 of Table II. But
obvious differences are less in this case.
Method 7: In this method the FFT of the hydrophobic
values obtained in method 3 is used to distinguish between the
attributes of the functional groups. The values obtained in this
method are depicted in column 8 of Table II. These values are
negative, the only attribute that gave negative value in the
present data set. The values obtained are very distinct for each
functional group and can be considered as a characteristic to
distinguish between these groups. The smallest value is for the
GROWTH FACTOR functional group.

IV. DISCUSSIONS
The present paper depicts various statistical values of the
sequences of small protein obtained from PDB. It is widely
known that many of the revelations in the genomic data
emerged from sequence information [13]-[18]. This
influenced in using the approach presented in the paper.
Here IBM SPSS tool‟s hierarchical cluster analysis is used
for data analysis. Hierarchical cluster analysis starts with
each case as a separate cluster and then combines the clusters
sequentially, reducing the numbers of clusters at each step
until only one cluster is left.A hierarchical tree diagram called
a dendrogram on SPSS is taken to show the most important
result of cluster analysis. It lists all samples and indicates - at
what level of similarity any two clusters were joined. The
position of the line on the scale indicates the distance at which
clusters were joined. The distance or similarity measure used
here is squared Euclidean Distances and the hierarchical
cluster analysis used the Ward‟s method of clustering
algorithm.
The dendrograms obtained from cluster analysis for
method 4 is given in fig I, as their result shows similarity to
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the results of proposed method 4. X-axis of the fig I represents the amino acids in each sequence. This is not a surprise since
the seven functional groups and the y-axis represents the many of the hidden attributes of genomic data have been
similarity of two clusters that were merged. The seven revealed using the hydrophobic values [19].
functional groups are numbered from 1 to 7. In the
explanation each functional group is followed by its number
in brackets. The dendrogram in fig I show that initially there
are 7 clusters. The clusters inhibitor (4), receptor (6), cell
adhesion (2) and membrane protein (5), being combined at
fusion value 1and forms a cluster4625. Similarly the clusters
growth factor (3) and signaling protein (7) also combined at
fusion value 1 and forms a cluster37. Clusters 4625 and 37
joined at fusion value 6 to form cluster462537 .The newly
formed cluster combines with the cluster blood clotting (1) at
fusion value 25. This shows that BLOOD CLOTTING
functional group is showing characteristic value very much
different from all others.
V. CONCLUSION
The present paper explores
characteristics in the
sequence of small proteins from the human organism in the
PDB database. The data obtained consist of 136 proteins with
210 unique chains having a maximum length of 434 amino
acids.
The first analysis on these 210 unique chains is about the
frequency of absence of amino acids. It revealed the fact that
more than half of the chains were made up of all the 20 amino
acids. The second analysis is on the sequence length of the
chains and it was found that out of the 210 chains, the chain
lengths between 50 and 200 are found to be 171. The third
analysis is to find the sequence not containing a particular
amino acid and it revealed that 24% of them did not contain
the amino acid W, 20% did not contain the amino acid M,
15% did not contain the amino acid H and almost all
contained the amino acid A. The final analysis is to group the
function domains of protein and was found that there were 70
function domains for the 210 chains and only few numbers of
proteins under some domains. So the 70 function domains
were manually grouped into 11 broader categories based on
the synonymous names. This is one of the area were future
modification is possible to obtain a more accurate mapping.
From the 11 groups, 4 function domains were omitted as it
contains only less than 10 proteins and the
remaining7function domains with 172 chains were taken for
further analysis.
|In this paper nine statistical methods have been proposed
to characterize the functions of small proteins. Among them
methods 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 gives noticeable differences in the
attribute values. As a support for the statistical analysis, the
SPSS hierarchical cluster analyses were applied on the same
data set. This again revealed the fact that a high
characteristically different functional values were occurring
in methods 4, 5, 7 and 8. This can be viewed from the
representation, dendogram. Further research has to be done
in this area to find a method to predict the functions of small
proteins. The methods that showed noticeable differences
were obtained from the two types of hydrophobic values of

Fig I Dendrogram obtained for method 4.
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